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Here are some stories from the Big News section of First News. Read the article from page 4 and then
try the puzzle. To help you we have underlined the answers in the story itself, but you will need to
match the correct word with each clue!

BIG NEWS

ICE CREAM SCANDAL!
A NEW investigation has discovered that several
brands of vanilla ice cream contain absolutely no
traces of vanilla.
The investigation has also found that some supermarket
and branded vanilla ice creams contain no cream or fresh
milk either. Insert shock-faced emoji here!
According to Which?, who conducted the research, one
in five vanilla ice creams contained neither vanilla, cream
or fresh milk. That’s pretty shocking considering traditional
vanilla ice cream is made from fresh milk, cream, sugar, egg
yolks and vanilla.
The research found that in many of these ice creams,
general flavouring was used instead of real vanilla. The
Which? investigation found that cheaper alternatives were
being used in place of traditional ingredients.

Across
2. A substance (can be artificial or natural)
used to give a different, stronger or more
agreeable taste to food (noun 10)
5. Terrible; scandalous (adjective 8)
7. Normal; long-established (adjective 11)

Down
1. Fact-finding; inspection (noun 13)
3. Any of the substances used to make a
food (plural noun 11)
4. A substance from pods beginning with
the letter ‘v’ that is used to flavour foods
(noun 7)
5. An event or situation that is shocking
and immoral (noun 7)
6. Have in them; include (verb 7)
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